VARIETIES OF DEVELOPMENT — THE DEPENDENCE ASPECTS
of initiative, self-confidence or masterfulness in the predominating parents to have
parent may easily cause the child—unless himself endowed with J^^™/^
these characteristics to the same or to an even greater degree—
to abandon himself habitually to the supremacy and initiative of
the parent and thus in time to develop a lack of those qualities
which distinguished the personality of the latter. Conversely, a
lack of energy or authority in the parents may compel a child
to fall back constantly upon his own power of decision and
resource, thus developing in him, to some degree at least, those
character qualities in which his parents were defective.   For
these reasons it may often happen that strong and masterful
parents  have children who  are  relatively weak  as  regards
initiative and power of self-assertion,   while these in turn may
be followed by a generation more resembling their grandparents
with respect to these qualities than their immediate predecessors.
This "alternation of generations" as regards certain important
mental powers and characteristics has attracted some attention
among students of heredity and some attempts have been made
to give a biological explanation of the problem,   but as there
would seem to be no known laws of heredity which easily fit
the case, it is probable that we must regard the psychological
influences here indicated as the sole,   or at least the chief,
causes of the phenomenon.
Another way in which parents may influence the general Children may
attitude to life adopted by their children is through the dirfect ^v^^ST
—but for the most part unconscious—identification by the latter their parents
of themselves with their parents. We have already referred to
the conception frequently entertained by children of their parents
as ideals of humanity,—ideals the attainment of which may be-
come a constant source and driving power of effort. We have
seen too in the last chapter some of the evidence for the
potency of this ideal and the constancy with which it may be
cherished. This ideal, however, frequently serves not only as a
means of leading the child to embrace some general standard
or mode of life, but, more specifically also, as an incentive to
the adoption of the particular kind of business, profession,
hobby or amusement followed by the parent. Influence of this
sort is of course of especial importance in so far as it affects
the choice of a calling in life, and there can be little doubt
that in a large number of cases a son adopts his particular
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